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We describe the principle of operation of a new class of optical devices operating in
quadratic non-linear media that mix wave front topological charge dislocations nested in
focused light beams and produce certain patterns of bright spatial solitons. Central to
the device behaviour is the orbital angular momentum of the light beams.
1. Introduction
Topological screw wave front defects [1], or vortices, are ubiquitous entities that appear in
many branches of physics. They are spiral dislocations of the wave front that have a helical
phase-ramp around a phase singularity. Regardless of the particular setting considered,
the vortices display a rich dynamical behaviour with facinating potential applications.
Optical vortices are not an exception. They appear spontaneously in several scenarios,
including in speckle-fields, in the doughnut laser modes, or in optical cavities [2–6], and
they can be generated with appropriate phase masks [7], or by the transformation of
fundamental laser modes with astigmatic optical components [8]. Optical vortices nested in
both dark and bright beams have been extensively investigated in recent years in linear
media and cubic non-linear media [9–24], and very recently in photo- refractive crystals
[25, 26], and in quadratic non-linear media [27–35]. In particular, in the case of cubic non-
linearities both the stable propagation of dark vortex solitons in self-defocusing media [19,
20], and the azimuthal instability of bright beams containing nested vortices in self-fo-
cusing media [21, 22], have been observed experimentally.
Here we address the new phenomena generated by intense, focused beams (i.e. with a
‘bright’ shape) containing nested optical vortices propagating in bulk quadratic non-linear
media under conditions for second-harmonic generation. In typical up-conversion
experimental schemes with moderate input powers and wide beams, light undergoes
frequency doubling together with the generation of a phase dislocation nested in the
second-harmonic beam, a phenomenon that has been observed experimentally [27–29].
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The topological charge of the dislocation generated is dictated by the charge of the input
light.
However, with intense, tightly focused beams the so-called cascading eects become
important and a whole new range of phenomena appears (for a review, see [36] and
references therein). Cascading modifies the dynamics of the beam evolution in dierent
ways, in particular by opening the possibility to the mutual trapping between the fun-
damental and the second-harmonic beams [37]. Soliton formation with vorticity-less input
beams has been observed experimetally in KTP and LiNbO3 [38, 39]. In such a regime, it
has been recently discovered numerically that focused beams containing phase dislocations
self-break inside the quadratic non-linear crystal into separate beams that then form sets
of spatial solitons [30, 31].
Such behaviour defines the principle of operation of a new class of optical devices that can
potentially process information by mixing topological wave front charges and producing
certain sets of spatial solitons. Our main goal in this paper is to show and discuss the
different regimes at which the devices can operate. We consider Type II phase-matching
geometries because the possiblities of the topological charge mixing are much richer in this
case, relative to Type I phase- matching, due to the additional degree of freedom that Type
II phase-matching offers. Our overall aim is to show the richness of the topological charge
mixing process in the soliton regime and to expose its potential to light signal processing
applications.
2. Evolution equations
We consider continuous-wave (cw) beams propagating in a bulk medium with a large v2
non-linearity under conditions for Type II second-harmonic generation. The normalized






















 r?a3  a1a2 expibn  0
1
where a1; a2 and a3 are the normalized envelopes of the ordinary polarized fundamental
beam, the extraordinary polarized fundamental beam and the second-harmonic beam,
respectively. The parameters am, with m  1; 2; 3; are the ratios of the linear wave numbers
km of the waves. In practice a1  ÿ1; a2 ’ ÿ1; and a3 ’ ÿ0:5: The transverse coordinates
are normalized to a beam width g, and the propagation coordinate n is normalized to twice
the diraction length ld  k1g2=2: The parameter b is given by b  k1g2Dk; where
Dk  k1  k2 ÿ k3 is the wave vector mismatch. Typical experimental conditions with
focused beams, namely a coherence length, lc  p=jDkj, of some 2.5 mm and g  15 lm,
yield b  3: The parameters ~d2;3 account for the presence of Poynting vector walk-o.
For our present purposes it is convenient to investigate configurations without walk-o,
and hereafter we restrict ourselves to such cases.
Equations 1 have several conserved quantities, including the corresponding Hamilto-
nian. Here we shall only make use of the energy flow given by the Manley–Rowe relation
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Iu  I1 ÿ I2; 3
and the transverse beam momentum
Figure 1 Typical shape of bright vortex solitary waves with different combinations of topological charges.
Topological charge combinations: (a) [1,1,2]; (b) 1;ÿ1; 0; (c) [2,2,4]; (d) 2;ÿ2;0. Notice that in the cases
shown the curves corresponding to the ordinary-polarized and the extraordinary-polarized fundamental beams
are identical. Solid lines: fundamental beams; dotted lines: second-harmonic. Conditions: b  3;
j1  3;and Iu  0:



















   z^ dr?; 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with~j being the transverse beam momentum density in expression 4, is also conserved [32].
Next, we discuss the two important features of the process of second-harmonic gener-
ation with intense, focused beams having screw phase dislocations that constitute the basis
of the phenomena investigated in this paper. Namely, the existence of bright vortex sol-
itary waves and their azimuthal instability, and the phenomena generated by the non-
linear mixing of light beams with dierent topological charges.
3. Bright vortex solitary waves
The governing Equations 1 have a variety of vortex solitary wave solutions. They appear
as screw phase dislocations nested in bright, Gaussian-like beams, with the form
am  Umq expijmn immu 6
Here jm are non-linear wave number shifts, q is the radial cylindrical coordinate, u is the
azimuthal angle, mm are the topological charges of the existing screw dislocations, and
sgnmm their chirality. For the solutions to be stationary, the non-linear wave number
shifts jm ought to verify j3  j1  j2  b, and the topological charges have to fulfil the
condition
m3  m1  m2 7
Figure 1 shows the typical shape of vortex solitary waves with dierent combinations of
topological charges. The families of vortex solitary waves, for dierent combinations of
the topological charges, wave vector mismatches and light conditions are given in [33–35].
Solutions exist for all combinations of the topological charges that fulfil the relations 7.
For a fixed set of topological charges the families of solutions depend on two independent
parameters (e.g. j1 and j2), which physically correspond to dierent total and relative
(imbalancing) energy flows between the three waves involved [41–43].
To examine the stability of the vortex solitary waves against azimuthal perturbations
one seeks solutions of the form
am  fUmq   fm;nq; n expinu  gm;nq; n expÿinu
 g expimmu expijmn 8
where mm; jm andUm correspond to the stationary solution, and n; fm;n and gm;n stand for
the azimuthal index and the shape of the perturbations, respectively. Inserting Equation 8
into Equations 1, and linearizing around the perturbations one obtains a set of six coupled
linear partial dierential equations obeyed by fm;nq; n and gm;nq; n. Such equations
have many possible types of solutions, but here we are only interested in those solutions
which display exponential growth along the propagation direction. To obtain them one
can use the method described in [44–46]. The detailed outcome of such stability analysis,
for the dierent possible combinations of the topological charges, is given in [33–35].
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The important point for our present purposes is that all the vortex solitary waves are
found to be unstable against the azimuthal modulational, or symmetry-breaking pertur-
bations. In general, such instability produces the self-splitting of the beams along the
azimuthal direction. The azimuthal modulational instability (AMI) of the top of the ring-
shaped beams is driven by mechanisms analogous to other spatial and temporal modu-
lational instabilities arising in v2 media [47–50], and similar to AMIs that occur in v3
media [13, 14, 21, 22, 44, 45].
The main results predicted are that the larger the light intensity the stronger the in-
stability, and that each family of vortices exhibits certain dominant azimuthal symmetry-
breaking perturbations. Those are the perturbations with given azimuthal indices that
have the largest growth rates, and thus tend to induce the self-splitting of the stationary
solutions into the corresponding number of beams. In some cases, there are several per-
turbations with similar growth rates. A typical example of the outcome of the stability
analysis is shown in Fig. 2, which corresponds to the lowest-order families of vortex
solitary waves. Figure 3 shows the typical decay of a vortex solitary wave induced by the
presence of the corresponding azimuthal perturbation of a given index, namely fm;n; gm;n.
Due to the exact azimuthal symmetry of the perturbation, the beam decays in a sym-
metrical way. In particular, the amplitude and energy flows of the solitons produced are
equal to each other, thus their outgoing directions of propagation are symmetrical. One
can also observe in Fig. 3 that the larger the amplitude of the perturbation, the faster the
instability manifests itself, hence the sooner the inputs break apart into solitons.
4. Topological charge mixing
Central to the phenomena described in this paper is the azimuthal dependence of the rate
of energy transfer between the fundamental and second-harmonic light beams. Writing the
fields in the form amn; r?  Rm expi/m; where the amplitudes Rm and the phases /m are






R1R2R3 sin /3 ÿ /1 ÿ /2 ÿ bn  dr? 9
Figure 2 Growth rate of perturbations with different azimuthal indices as a function of the non-linear wave
number shift j1, for the lowest-order families of vortex solitary waves. Topological charge combinations: (a)
[1,0,1]; (b) 1;ÿ1;0; (c) [0 1,1,2]. Conditions: b  3 and Iu  0.
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In the case of vortex fields, the azimuthal variation of the phase has the form /m  mmu.
Therefore, one concludes from Equation 9 that in such a case the energy transfer between
the fundamental and the second harmonic waves takes place with a
m1  m2 ÿ m3-fold azimuthal symmetry 10
Figure 3 Stroboscopic view of the decay of an exact vortex solitary wave solution in the presence of the
corresponding exact azimuthal perturbation of a given index. The plots show the light patterns of the ordinary-
polarized fundamental beams calculated at n  4, 8, 12, 16 propagation units, when the input is the ®eld of
Fig. 1a plus the corresponding symmetry-breaking perturbation with azimuthal index n  3. Amplitude of the
added perturbation: in (a)   10ÿ2; in (b)   10ÿ3. Here and throughout all the paper, the extraordinary-
polarized fundamental and the second-harmonic beams exhibit similar features and thus are not shown.
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Except at exact phase-matching, where b  0; the symmetry axes rotates as n increases.
This symmetry has important consequences. For example, in usual up-conversion schemes
where only the fundamental beams are supplied at the entrance face of the quadratic
crystal, the second-harmonic beam is generated with the topological charge
m3  m1  m2, a phenomenon that has been observed experimentally [27–29]. Therefore,
according to Equation 10, until the azimuthal modulational instabilities start breaking the
symmetry of the beam evolution, the rate of energy transfer to the second-harmonic wave
is azimuthally symmetric, with rotating symmetry axes. A similar situation is encountered
in down-conversion processes. In contrast, when a coherent second-harmonic light beam is
supplied at the input together with the two fundamentals, relation 10 shows that there are
m1  m2 ÿ m3 dierent portions of the beams along the azimuthal direction where ini-
tially the beam dynamics are identical to each other. Such dynamics depend on the par-
ticular material and on the input light conditions considered.
5. From topological charges to sets of solitons
By now we have introduced all the ingredients needed to describe the principle of oper-
ation of a class of devices that mix wave front topological charge dislocations nested in
focused light beams and produce certain patterns of bright spatial solitons. The devices
can operate in dierent regimes as follows.
In the first regime only the fundamental beams are input into the crystal. Under such
conditions a second-harmonic beam is generated with the topological charge
m3  m2  m1: Then, if the input is launched with high enough intensity, the composite
states of fundamental and second-harmonic beams self-split inside the crystal into a cer-
tain number of solitons because of their spontaneous AMI. Ideally, when all the possible
symmetry-breaking perturbations are excited with equal strength, the beams tend to split
into the number of solitons given by the index of the azimuthal perturbations with the
highest growth rate, or by the interplay between dierent perturbations when there are
some with similar growth rates. Because of the presence of the orbital angular momentum
of the light beams, then the formed solitons repel each other and emerge propagating in
dierent directions. In those cases where the total orbital angular momentum of the light
beams vanishes or it is small, the mutual interaction of the beams comes into play and such
interaction might aect the eventual pattern of output light.
Because in this regime condition 7 holds, to elucidate the azimuthal perturbations with
the highest growth rates, the information for the families of stationary vortex solitary
waves can be used [33–35]. As a matter of fact, if the vortex solitary waves would be stable
under propagation they would be the final state of the excitation process. In practice,
several asymmetries of the experimental set-up, including the presence of a small Poynting
vector walk-o or slight ellipticities of the beams, can be used to seed dominant symmetry-
breaking perturbations with large growth rates. Also, such asymmetries tend to stabilize
the output in dierent noise-driven realizations, that ideally otherwise would render dif-
ferent patterns of output light [30, 31].
In the second regime, a coherent second-harmonic signal is present at the input of the
crystal together with the two fundamentals. When m3  m1  m2 the beam evolution is
similar to that of the regime mentioned above. However, a new situation is encountered
when the topological charges of the input light are chosen to verify m3 6 m2  m1. Then,
according to Equation 10, the number of output solitons is dictated by the dierent
dynamics experienced by the dierent azimuthal portions of the beams. The number of
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solitons formed in each portion depends on the crystal and input light conditions. In
particular, it depends on the total energy flow and on the energy of the input second-
harmonic seed.
Down-conversion schemes, where an intense, pump second-harmonic light beam is
input in the crystal together with a weak signal seed at either one or two of the polar-
izations of the wave at the fundamental frequency, are another possibility.
The central result is that the ‘information’ coded in the value of the input array, namely
m1; m2; m3; is transformed into a certain number of output soliton spots. According to
the mechanism of the splitting process, all possible combinations of topological charges
can be classified into two main sets.
The first set, which might be labelled ‘spontaneous break-up’ (SBU), contains all the
combinations that yield a beam evolution driven by the spontaneous AMI of the beams.
Such combinations have the forms
SBU : f m1;m2;  ; ;m2;m3 ; m1; ;m3 ; m1;m2;m1  m2 g 11
A big dot in the position of the array of charges means that the corresponding light beam
is not supplied at the entrance face of the crystal. The second set, which might be labelled
‘induced break-up’ (IBU), contains all the remaining combinations. Namely,
IBU : f m1;m2;m3 6 m1  m2 g 12
In principle, dierent combinations can produce the same number of output solitons.
Also, one has to keep in mind that a given combination can produce dierent numbers of
solitons depending on the material conditions and total and relative light energies. This is
particularly true for those conditions that yield a vanishing angular momentum (e.g.
m; ÿm;  and imbalancing Iu  0. When L 6 0; the solitons generated repel and move
apart from each other, hence in the far field they tend to be well separated, but this is not
necessarily so when L  0: Nevertheless, one expects that there are regions in the pa-
rameter space where important variations of the involved input experimental parameters
do not modify the number of output solitons. The results of our comprehensive numerical
investigations support such expectation.
6. Numerical experiments
To elucidate the beam dynamics in a variety of conditions and to show that dierent sets
of output solitons can be obtained with dierent combinations of topological charges and
shapes of the input light beams with available experimental ingredients, we performed a
comprehensive series of numerical experiments solving Equation 1 with a split-step
Fourier algorithm for dierent input beam shapes and material conditions. Here we
present representative results obtained by taking tightly focused Gaussian input beams
with a phase dislocation nested in the centre. Namely,
amn  0; r?  Amrjmj? expimmu expÿr2?=w2m 13
In all the simulations presented here we set the width wm  2. Such inputs carry the energy
flows
Im  p m!m mm! 2
mmA2m 14
and the total orbital angular momentum





2mmmm mm! A2m 15
First, we examine the case of combinations of the SBU set. Because in this case the
break-up of the beams is driven by their spontaneous AMI, to seed the existing instabilities
we added small fluctuations to the input light by multiplying the input by the factor
1 Rr? ; where R is an uniformly distributed, complex random quantity with
hRi  0 and hR2i  r2. For every set of conditions we performed a dierent series of
Figure 4 SBU conditions. Typical self-breaking into solitons of input beams containing wave front disloca-
tions. The plots correspond to a typical random realization, identical for all of them, and show the ordinary-
polarized fundamental beam at n  10. Input topological charge combinations: (a) and (c) [1,0,]; (b) and
[1,1,]. Input energy ¯ow: (a) and (b) I  144p; (c) and (d) I  256p. There is no input second-harmonic and
zero imbalancing between the two input fundamentals. Conditions: here and throughout all the paper b  3.
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simulations with dierent random realizations. The random sequences were obtained with
a standard pseudo-random number generator [51]. Typically, we set r  10ÿ2, and verified
that this value only modifies the longitudinal scale length at which the existing instabilities
manifest themselves. Notice that without the added noise, the instabilities are seeded by
the finite accuracy of the numerical algorithm and computational window, and that in
practice they are seeded by the existing noise and several asymmetries present in the
experimental set-up.
Figures 4–11 show the outcome of representative simulations of the self-splitting of
input beams with dierent combinations of topological charges of the SBU set, dierent
total and imbalancing energy flows, and dierent total orbital angular momenta. From an
experimental viewpoint, it is important to recall that all the plots correspond to simula-
tions where only light at the fundamental frequency is supplied at the entrance face of the
crystal.
Figure 4 shows the output light patterns of a typical random realization in the case of
inputs with [1,0,] and [1,1,], for two dierent input energy flows and zero imbalancing
between the two input fundamentals. The up-conversion process produces second-har-
monic beams with topological charges m3  1 andm3  2, respectively, therefore the
beams tend to self-split into the same number of solitons as their solitary wave counter-
parts whose growth rate is shown in Fig. 2a and c. According to these plots, in the case of
Figure 5 Three-dimensional view of the beams of Fig. 4b, showing that the output solitons are all different
from each other.
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the combination [1,0,1], the growth rate with azimuthal index n  2 clearly dominates,
whereas in the case of the combination [1,1,2] the perturbations with indices n  2 and
n  3 have similar growth rates, with n  3 having the largest. One consequence of this
fact is that in Fig. 4a and c the two output solitons are almost identical, whereas in Fig. 4b
and d the three solitons are dierent from each other. This is more easily seen in the three-
dimensional plot of Fig. 5.
Figure 4 also confirms the expectation, also predicted by Fig. 2, that the higher the input
energy flow, the stronger the instability. The plots in the upper and lower rows of Fig. 4
are also consistent with the fact that, for the particular combinations of topological
charges considered, the higher the input energy flow, the larger the total orbital angular
momentum of the input light. The conservation of energy and momenta, both linear and
Figure 6 Stroboscopic views similar to those
in Fig. 3, but for the input light conditions of Fig.
4. The plots correspond to two different random
realizations. The plot in (a) is from the same
realization as Fig. 4b. Because the self-break-
ing of the beams can be viewed as driven by
the interplay between various perturbations
with different azimuthal indices and growth
rates, and the spontaneous AMI is seeded by
the non-azimuthally symmetrical pseudo-ran-
dom perturbation, the outgoing solitons are all
different from each other.
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angular, including the small fraction that is taken away by the radiation produced in the
process of splitting, greatly impacts the pattern of output light. In particular, because the
solitons in Fig. 4b and d are not equal to each other, their outgoing trajectories are
no longer symmetrical. Also, dierent random realizations produce dierent trajectories.
Typical examples are shown in the stroboscopic views of Fig. 6, to be compared with
Fig. 3.
Figures 7 and 8 show the output light patterns of two representative, dierent random
realizations in the case of inputs with [2,2,] and [2,1,], for two dierent input energy
flows and zero imbalancing between the two input fundamentals. As shown in [35], the
corresponding solitary waves with charges [2,2,4] exhibit almost identical growth rates for
Figure 7 SBU conditions. Self-breaking of input beams similar to Fig 4, but for the input topological charge
combinations: (a) and (c) [2,2,]; (b) and (d) [2,1,]. Input energy ¯ow: (a) and (b) I  144p; (c) and (d)
I  256p. There is no input second- harmonic and zero imbalancing between the two input fundamentals.
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the azimuthal perturbations with indices n  4 and n  5, whereas in the case [2,1,3] the
perturbations with indices n  3 and n  4 exhibit similar rates, with n  4 exhibiting the
largest. The results shown in Figs 7 and 8 are consistent with such predictions. In par-
ticular, in the case [2,2,4] the plots in Figs 7a–b, 8a–b shown that some random realiza-
tions produce 4 solitons of dierent size plus significant radiation while other realizations
produce 5 dierent solitons. This can be more easily seen in the three-dimensional plot of
Fig. 9. Similar conclusions can be raised in the case [2,1,3], and for other combinations of
topological charges, including those not shown here.
The input conditions that carry a vanishing or a very small orbital angular momentum
deserve particular attention. This is the case, e.g. of the combinations m;ÿm,] and zero
imbalancing between the input fundamentals. As a representative example, Fig. 10 shows
a detail of the beam evolution of input beams with 2;ÿ2,], in comparison with identical
Figure 8 Same as in Fig. 7, with identical conditions but for a different random realization.
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input conditions but with the combination [2,2,]. Both sequences correspond to the same
random realization. As discussed previously, in the case [2,2,] all the solitons generated
move apart from the position of the original wave front dislocation in order to conserve
the input angular momentum. In contrast, in the case 2;ÿ2,] the input angular mo-
mentum almost vanishes, as it is only due to the pseudo-random fluctuations contained in
the input conditions. Under such conditions the output solitons interact with each other,
as they are generated with dierent relative phases, and such interactions is what governs
the pattern of output light. In particular, some solitons repel each other and separate from
each other following trajectories that keep the angular momentum almost zero, but the
contrast with the case of a large angular momentum is clearly seen in the plot. Along the
same lines, in some cases not shown here we have also observed the attraction and merging
together of two solitons.
To end the discussion about the SBU set and to stress the robustness of the self-splitting
processes, we briefly examine the eects introduced by an imbalancing between the fun-
damental input beams. Figure 11 shows the output light patterns obtained under condi-
tions analogous to Fig. 4a and b, but with imbalanced input beams. The plots show that
the detailed light patterns generated with balanced or with imbalanced inputs are dierent,
but the number of solitons is the same in both cases.
Figure 9 Three-dimensional view of the beams of Fig. 8a, showing the amplitudes and shapes of the output
solitons.
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Next we turn to IBU conditions. Figures 12–14 show the essentials of the dynamics
encountered in such conditions. Figure 12 shows the break-up of input beams with the
combinations of topological charges [0,0,1], [1,1,0] and 1; 1;ÿ1. The input energy flows,
total and at the second-harmonic frequency, are identical in all cases. Similarly, Fig. 13
shows the soliton patterns produced by inputs with the topological charge combinations
[2,2,0], 2; 2;ÿ1 and 2; 2;ÿ2, and identical total and second-harmonic energy flows in all
cases. In agreement with relation 10 the outputs in Fig. 12 are 1, 2 and 3 solitons, and in
Fig. 13 one observes 4, 5 and 6 identical solitons. This is because the energy flow of the
input second-harmonic seed is small, hence only one soliton can be formed in each of the
azimuthal regions defined by Equation 10.
When the input energy supplied is much higher than the energy required to form the
number of solitons given by Equation 10, an additional lower-energy soliton can be
formed in each of the regions. Such is also the case when the second-harmonic seed is
strong. As an illustrative example, Fig. 14 shows the output soliton pattern obtained with
the topological charge combination [2,2,0] under similar conditions as in Fig. 13a but now
with a high-energy second-harmonic initial seed. The appearance of an additional, four-
fold set of lower-energy solitons in addition to the four solitons present in Fig. 13a is
Figure 10 SBU conditions. Self-breaking of input beams similar to Fig. 7c, but for input beams with and
without total angular momentum. Input topological charge combinations: upper row 2;ÿ2; ]; lower row [2,2,].
Input energy ¯ow: I  256p. There is no input second-harmonic and zero imbalancing between the two input
fundamentals. The plots show the ordinary-polarized beams at n 8, 12, 16 propagation units.
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clearly visible. A similar behaviour is encountered in the case of Type I phase-matching
[32].
To end the discussion section, it is worth noticing that even though all the results
presented here correspond to b  3, which is representative of the beam evolution near
phase matching, at positive wave vector mismatch, analogous qualitative results are ob-
tained at phase matching (i.e. b  0) and at negative wave vector mismatch (e.g. b  ÿ3).
However, the details of the beam splitting and the precise pattern of output light do
Figure 11 SBU conditions. Self-breaking of input beams similar to Fig. 4a and b, but for imbalanced input
fundamental beams. Input topological charge combinations: (a) [1,0,]; (b) [1,1,]. Input energy ¯ow: I  144p;
imbalancing Iu=I=0.25. No input second-harmonic.
Figure 12 IBU conditions. Break-up of input beams containing topological charges with the combinations: (a)
[0,0,1]; (b) [1,1,0]; (c) 1; 1;ÿ1. Input energy ¯ows: at the fundamental frequency I1  I2  36p; second-
harmonic I3  2p. Zero imbalancing between the two input fundamentals. The plots show the ordinary-po-
larized beams at n  10.
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Figure 13 IBU conditions. Break-up of input beams similar to Fig. 12, but for the combinations of topological
charges: (a) [2,2,0]; (b) 2;2;ÿ1; (c) 2;2;ÿ2. Input energy ¯ow: at the fundamental frequency
I1  I2  128p; second-harmonic I3  2p. Zero imbalancing between the two input fundamentals.
Figure 14 Three-dimensional view of the ordinary-polarized beams at n  10 when the input conditions are
similar to those in Fig. 13a, but with a higher input second-harmonic. Input energy ¯ow: at the fundamental
frequency I1  I2  128p; second-harmonic I3  64p.
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depend on the value and sign of b. This is mainly due to the dierent fractions of the total
energy carried by the second-harmonic beams of the existing bright solitons at either sign
of phase matching, which has important implications to their excitation with arbitrary
input light conditions [38–41, 52]. Finally, the presence of Poynting vector walk-o in-
troduces new features to the beam dynamics. In particular, the number of output soliton
spots might be dierent with and without Poynting vector walk-o [30, 31], and the total
orbital beam angular momentum is not conserved [32]. Those features might have im-
portant implications that need to be addressed in detail.
7. Conclusions
We have discussed the phenomena generated by the self-splitting of focused, intense beams
having wave front screw dislocations into sets of spatial solitons in bulk quadratic non-
linear media under conditions for second-harmonic generation in Type II phase-matching
geometries. In short, we showed that the ‘information’ coded in the value of the array
[mow;mew;m2w] of input topological charges is transformed into a certain number, and
pattern, of output soliton spots. A full investigation of the process requires a compre-
hensive study to consider dierent wave vector mismatches, dierent imbalancing light
intensities, dierent beam shapes, the eects introduced by the existence of Poynting
vector walk-o and by the presence of asymmetries in the experimental set-up, down-
conversion schemes, among other issues. However, according to the results presented the
process of self-splitting into solitons appears to be robust and controllable and requires
similar features as the generation of single solitons with Gaussian-like beams. Therefore, it
holds great promise for experimental exploration.
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